Abstract. We pose a conjecture for the expected number of generators of the ideal of the union C of s general rational irreducible curves in P r . By using the computer we prove the conjecture for C of low degree d (e.g. if s = 1 for d 80 and if s 10 for d 40).
The curve C has maximal rank if, for every integer n 1, the natural restriction map (n is of maximal rank. Fixed r; s; d 1 ; :::; d s , if there exists a curve C of maximal rank (respectively of maximal rank and minimally generated), then, for general C 1 ; :::; C s , C has maximal rank (respectively has maximal rank and is minimally generated) Corollary 2.6].
The problem of nding the values of r; s; d 1 ; :::; d s for which there exists a curve C of maximal rank has been completely solved. In fact, starting from work of Hartshorne and Hirshowitz it has been shown in 4] that if r 4 The problem of nding the values of r; s; d 1 ; :::; d s for which there exists a curve C of maximal rank and minimally generated is, in general, unsolved. In the case of lines, i.e. d 1 = ::: = d s = 1, of P 3 , it has been shown in 9] that, for any s 6 = 4, there exist s lines with maximal rank and minimally generated. In the case s = 1, recently in 3] and 10] it has been shown that for any d 932 or d 73, (d 6 = 5) there exists an irreducible rational smooth curve of P 3 which has maximal rank and is minimally generated.
In this paper we pose the following conjecture, which we call ideal generation conjecture (I.G.C. for short) for rational curves.
For any r; This paper has been inspired by the ideal generation conjecture for a nite set of points in general position, which was posed in 6] and although proved in many cases (see 2] and 8]), is still open in its generality.
We would like to thank G. Albano and F. Cio for having done the implementation of Algorithm 3.5 of this paper in the language C + + and L. Chiantini for many useful discussions on this subject. In all the paper k is a xed algebraically closed eld.
We recall that a coherent sheaf F on P r is n-regular if H i (F(n ? i)) = 0 for i > 0. If F is n-regular F is n + 1-regular 11, Lecture 14]. De nition 1.1. Let Y be a closed subvariety (also reducible) of P r and (n) :
(O Y (n)) be the natural restriction map. We say that Y has maximal rank if, for every integer n 0, (n) has maximal rank as a map of vector spaces i.e. it is injective or surjective. (a) H C (n) P C (n) for any n; (b) if H C (m) = P C (m) for some integer m then C is m + 1-regular, whence the ideal I(C) of C is generated in degree m+1 and H C (n) = P C (n) for any n m; (c) P C (n) = dn + s; (c) Since the irreducible curves C i , i = 1; :::; s are smooth, rational of degree d i it is well known that P C i (n) = d i n + 1. Moreover the C i are disjoint then P C (n) = P s i=1 P C i (n) = P s i=1 (d i n + 1) = dn + s. First we consider the case i = 1. Let C 0 be the n-uple embedding of C. clearly C 0 P nd and H C (m) = dm + 1 is the Hilbert function of the coordinate ring of C 0 in degree one. Then C 0 is non degenerate. Hence C 0 is the rational normal curve of degree nd in P nd . Since C 0 is smooth also C is smooth and has degree d. Let Let C = S s i=1 C i P r , r 3, be the union of s rational irreducible smooth disjoint curves and denote with (C) the minimal number of generators of the ideal I(C) of C. With I C we denote the ideal sheaf of C. Assume that C has maximal rank and let = Minfn 2 N j ? n+r r > dn + sg; By Theorem 1.6 the ideal I(C) = L n 0 I(C) n of C can be generated by forms of degree and + 1. Then if we set W +1 = X 0 I(C) + ::: + X r I(C) I(C) +1 we have
(1) dim k W +1 Minf(r + 1)dim k I(C) ; dim k I(C) +1 g and then:
De nition 2.1. C of maximal rank is minimally generated if:
We want to show that maximal rank and minimal generation can be checked by computing the generators of a suitably chosen set of points on C.
Lemma 2.2. Let C = S s i=1 C i P r k be a non-degenerate curve such that the C i are rational irreducible curves parametrized by maps i : P let V = fP 1 ; :::; P h g 2 P r k be a set of points . The vector space I(V ) n is easily given by the null space of a matrix with elements in k. In fact if R n = ff 2 k X 0 ; :::; X r ] j deg(f) = ng then:
(2) I(V ) n = ff 2 R n j f(P i ) = 0; i = 1; :::; hg In the following we want to show how the computer can be used to detect when a curve C is of maximal rank and minimally generated.
Let Z p be the residue eld of the integers modulo a prime p. If Consider the matrices (3) and (6) (1), (5), (7) Using Theorem 3.3 it is easy to costruct an algorithm that for xed r; s; d 1 ; :::; d s produces examples (if they exist) of curves C with maximal rank and minimally generated Algorithm 3.5.
Step Step 3. Compute the ranks (with Gaussian reduction) of the matrices
Step 4. Remark 3.11. Curves C = s i=1 C i which satisfy the I:G:C: could also be found by computing a minimal set of generators of I(C) with Computer Algebra Systems based on Groebner Bases computation, like CoCoA. Using our PC, we have computed, with the last version of CoCoA 5] (that uses for the elimination of parameters th Hilbert Driven Algorithm of Traverso), a set of minimal generators of I(C) for general rational curves C i . With CoCoA one needs rst to compute a minimal set of generators of the ideal of every curve C i and then has to compute the generators of the intersection of all the ideals I(C i ). This always needs much more computational time then with our algorithm. For example the minimal generators of the ideal of a general irreducible curve of degree 40 in P 15 are found with CoCoA in 222 seconds and with our algorithm in 88 seconds. If the irreducible curve has degree 80 in P 10 we have found the minimal generators in 310 seconds while with CoCoA we did not get any answer after 9 hours (then we have turned o the computer). The generators of the ideal of 10 curves with degree 8 in P 10 are computed with CoCoA in 3244 seconds and with our algorithm in 367 seconds. Since to verify Theorem 3:8 on the computer one needs to check hundreds of cases it is clear that CoCoA is less suitable than our algorithm for checking I.G.C..
